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Some authors oonstdere-:1 the dispersion reJations for nuc-

1 eon· .. nuole on so at teri.ngll-J I e The relations which they obtained 

(~ould not be comparPd with :he experiment, for they 'involved non

cb8e:rved magnitudes and als) unknown magnitude:! r.onnected with 

antlnuoleon-nucleon acatterLngc 

In the present paper W•! investigated the approximate disper-

sinn relationso The nucleon·~ucleon snatterlng in the absence of 

antl"'nucleons is considered, We are preceeding from tbe d1.sper

e:-ion relation obtRined in the usual way1 4 1 o 
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1-!Ar·.~ D an1 A a-re the redl and imaginary parts of \he nucleon-

n'n l':"rn .:-,•~3.t.t.er'inp; amp1itude~ respectively, E is the .scattering 

nu' l ~on enf'rg,y in the r:oord1nate ~ystem where the sum of the mo-

mPnt:a of thP $c:at terer befor·e and after the colLl E3ion (~quals zero. 

( P + P • 0 ) o The nucleon~nucleon [;cattering amplitudes 

D(--M) and A(<t<".?) a-re J 1nea.rly expressed by antinucleon-nucleon 

sr,attering amp_l U.!ldea with rosit.ive energy a So the dispernion re-

lation bounds ~.be ampliludes of nucleon-nucleon and antinucleon-



nucleon scatteringso 

In the considered approxime.tion (1) has the form: 

D-(El--'-(1 ,C)D(M c M 

(2) 
' 

where the last term is the contJ:ibution of deutron intermediate 

state, 0 or and S, -- Croneker symbols different from zero if 

the total isotopic spin T - 0 and the total usual spin S = 1 1 C 

the constant independent on energy which mu1t be determined from 

the comparison with the experiment, E - the energy of deutron 

couplingo Such an approximation is sqtisfactory in the energy re-

gion where the magnitude of the integral is determined mainly by 

the behavior of the integrand 1f E•-~ E. For this the integrand 

A(E') must possess a great derivative for the integration is being 

made in the sense of principal part. The scattering amplitude A(E') 

which is an integre.nd in (2) is not an observed magnitude in the 

region 

(J) 

For ~orward soattering 
_, 
p ~ 0 11 the non-observed region is vanish ... 

In nuoleon~nucleon scattering it is necessary to take into 

account the identity of particles and consider not the scattering 

amplitude f(9) for a ce:rtai.E angle e~ but a li.near ~omb1nat1on 
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of the form 

(4) 
where S is the scattering a.ngle in the centee of mass system. 

The non-observed region (J) •·emains at any It for this amplitude. 

\"lith the aim of conducting the symmetrization we write down (2) 

in the centre of mass system~ 
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where w is the total energy of two nucleon system, 
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Non-observed region in relatlon (5) is in the li~its 

CM ~ w'< (~ ~~~ pt 
In +:h·:.s region Coso9'(- lo The transition, the 9 -----r

is equivalent in (5) to the substitution; 
--a. -,'" w' -41'-Ja -z. p '-+ p = -- '4 - ', ' - p . 

To fulfil the symmetrization it is essential that 

w 4 + 4lP'-w')(P'+ "'J 
\AI''\ 4 (pa_w''-)(P'- + M) 

(5) 
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Besides, Cos. e and (Jos. (IT - 9)' incorporated into (5) under 

the integral are equal to: 
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Therefore it the function A(W') in the region w• -... w change,, 

rapidly enough in accordance 'Vi.th the assumption made:- r>-i"t.'.i ier the 

inteEral involving difference (6) may be neglected ln comparison 

with the integral involvine an analogous sum and the last term :i.n 

expression (7) for Cos. ( ~ S )~ may be neelected t:ooo Th~n~ 

COSo ( jj ~ 0 ) ' ~ COS o ( Ti - ll' ) = -COS o 8' j 

and the performance of operat .orr ( 11) turns out to be p0s&1'h1eo 

In this appriximA.tinn the non--observed region fully v:0.nishes f;:rr· 

forward scattering (p'2 ~ 0) thi we obtain 
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wher~ We used the optical tl.eor.l'm for forward scattering, Tbe 

experimental VE"T'if~cation of the written .dispersion relation (8) 

is of interef'.t" ~he existing fXperimental data on the t .. :>tAl (;ros.'-J'.-·· 

section and ~..,;~,; angular distrjbution make it pnssi ble t0 calculate 

the inteeral of the tc+;a.i '."ro~c -section and to compare thus obtained D 
with the one experimentally rne-asuredo This verification will give 

an answer to the problf>m about the lim"its of the appli~ation 0f 

dispersion relation (B)o 

In the very ll)w energ:v rcgi.on (up to 6 MeV) wher8 the sr:at..--
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tP-.rlng is descrjbed well by s~wav.e we can use thl? expansion 

k . ct~ S -

(9) 

and to perform the verificatton of the dispersion relatton (8). lll 

this case it assumes the form: 

~ sm 1. S,,, (kl + (~ K' +-· 
M' 

3 K'_ (K'_+ _MI.) 
Kl + M f, 

(10) 

whore Cl,,, = e~~ol-i< son (.d,. ( Kl] do and S, 
pha::;e-shifts of singlet and triplet S=scattering, respectlvely9 

' Sllb•titnting oxpansion (9) into (10), differentiating by K-· and ••-
? 

sumine: tr"·· = 0 we get the r~::~Jation involving r; and a~~ 'rhese mag ... 
-13 ~3 

nitudes are well ... known and F-quall5\ to: 'to"' 3 10 eM 1.1 -~ 1701t ~~~cM 
a =-2.369 i6"13GM 0. ~_'j 31) iO 

1CM ' . ' 
ThP. deutron term is absent for singlet scattering and the left-hand. 

side of (10). c otnci.des with tbe right hand one With the accuracy 

up to o,Ol%o 

One fail8 to solve the problem of the determination of r 0 

through a 0 • It is due to th" fact that r 0 is very sensitive to th• 
.;, 

chanr,~ of tobl <:ll()ss-secti·m<r'"} The 8u.bsitut1on of expansion (9) 

instead of the total cross~ :section :1.s the rflugh Ter1:fication o_f the 

dispersion -relationso 



For triplet scattering :.f w8 d:> not take int~ :t~"C ::mnt thP. 

deutron term, the Ieft-hand nlde o,f (10) co inc tdt>"-' ~''.ith the rieht~ 

hand side with the aocurac:y np to Yibo 

The authors are very grt.teful to NoNo Bogolnybov for valn.":t-ble 

advice and LQio Lapidus~ A,-t'l..c LogunoY and DoVo Shirkov .for fruit--

ful discussions, 
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